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Executive summary 

The 2016 Sector Plans review builds on the work underway and completed from 

the 2010 and 2011 Sector Action Plans. 

The review has highlighted that whilst Northern Grampians region faces economic 

and social challenges, there are opportunities to continue to grow and diversify 

the economy.  

Successful attraction of national and international investment in agriculture, 

leading-edge science, tourism infrastructure and manufacturing provide clear 

indications of Council’s and the community’s capacity to plan for and implement 

investment strategy. 

Strategic land use projects have identified future sustainable growth and 

development opportunities utilising the assets and comparative strengths of the 

individual communities and the wider region.   

With regional economies and populations in transition, focussing efforts and 

resources where they will derive best benefit and create new employment and 

investment opportunities is the primary objective of the 2016 Sector Plan Review.   

These opportunities will be further investigated as part of the proposed Northern 

Grampians Economic Development Strategy planned for 2017.  

The strategic objectives listed for the sectors in this review, represent an ongoing 

partnership between Council, business, government and communities and 

provide for integrated and targeted responses to critical need and tangible 

opportunities.  

 

 

 

Agriculture continues to presents tangible opportunities to support innovative 

and sustainable economic development. 

 Advocate for investment and support for projects that will add value to agricultural 

practices in the region. 

 Explore avenues to further enhance the distribution of information and resources to 

support farmers with land, climate, weather and production management.  

 Assess potential economic, social and land use impacts from through forecast 

generational and demographic shifts in the structure of farm and land holdings over 

the next 10 to 20 years. 

 Investigate opportunities to develop regional capabilities, value-add and supply chain 

specialisations. 

 Continue to pursue and support private sector investment partnerships in new and 

existing farming and agricultural ventures. 

 

 

The sustainable growth of the health industry will be critical to the growth and 

social and economic wellbeing of the region. 

 Work with health service providers on opportunities to develop low cost, temporary 

and short-term accommodation for visiting and relocating personnel.  

 Plan and attract investment in new housing stock to support the growth of local 

industry and potential workforce increases. 

 Foster community health and wellbeing leadership for improved planning and co-

operation based upon identified community issues and priorities.  

 Identify opportunities for innovative local ehealth solutions and associated 

investment attraction. 

 Support the sector with strengthening of regional partnerships and the development 

of professional networks and support services   
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Niche and innovative manufacturing still represents a high value economic 

development and value-add opportunities. 

 Explore opportunities to develop clusters and specialisations in manufacturing 

services and products around the key supply and value-chains.  

 Progress strategic land use plans to provide for well serviced and investment ready 

land for development and investment attraction.  

 Continue to advocate for funding for the duplication of the Western Highway, and 

identify how Stawell can add-vale and derive benefit from improved transport and 

freight assets and services.  

 Adopt a leadership position in relation to the industry, including being prepared to 

advocate for assistance for the industry  

 

 

A flourishing and vibrant retail sector is a major contributor to the liveability and 

destination attributes of the region and communities. 

 Develop comprehensive retail and small business development strategies for Stawell 

and St Arnaud. 

 Investigate strategies to improve online marketing and social media usage for 

promotion activities for individual businesses, communities and by Council.  

 Develop stronger links between the retail and tourism sectors including marketing, 

branding and promotional initiatives and improve the understanding and 

opportunities presented by tourism for the retail sector. 

 Progress implementation of the Halls Gaps Master Plan to support sustainable growth 

and diversity. 

 

 

Performance of a diverse and competitive tourism sector will deliver a range of 

benefits across the economy.  

 Support implementation of the Halls Gap Master Plan and commercial development 

strategy to support the township as a sustainable tourism destination.  

 Consolidate marketing efforts to ensure an effective, efficient and consistent message 

to core target markets including Melbourne.  

 Consider and plan for the impacts of rate capping that may constrain Council’s ability 

to contribute to industry development.  

 Support Grampians Tourism to determine how best to reap the benefits from the $30 

million investment in the Grampians Peaks Trail.  

 Support improvements in marketing, service and product diversification for the retail 

sector to leverage greater benefit from the significant tourism market.  

 

 

Transport services and networks make a significant contribution to the 

competitiveness and market access of all sectors in the region. 

 Continue to collaborate with the industry on supporting and advocating for regional 

investment in road infrastructure. 

 Major infrastructure and business investments in the region provide strategic 

opportunities for the sector in terms of productivity gains, market opportunities and 

investment spin offs. 

 Implementation of key land use development plans within the region continue, will 

provide opportunities to build supply chain linkages within the local economy. 

 Positioning Stawell and St Arnaud as transport services hubs will be supported by 

improvements and upgrades to intrastate and interstate road and rail networks.  

 Further development of airfreight capability in the region through strategic 

investment in airport assets. 
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1. Introduction 

A suite of sector development plans was completed for Northern Grampians Shire 

(Council) in 2010 and 2011.  The sectors covered were: 

 Agriculture; 

 Health; 

 Manufacturing 

 Retail; 

 Tourism; and 

 Transport and logistics. 

The plans presented a program of actions and strategies for both Council (and 

through partnerships with industry, organisations and government), to support 

the economic transition and growth of these sectors. 

Since that time, the economy of Northern Grampians and the wider region has 

experienced structural transition and change. 

Council, regional agencies and state government have completed a program of 

strategic growth and investment planning that has set a policy and strategy 

direction for the community and wider region.  Northern Grampians and the 

region have been successful in attracting business and government investment 

that will contribute to future growth and economic diversity and provide for new 

economic activity and employment opportunities. 

Networks and advocacy structures have also been adapted to meet current and 

future economic, investment and policy settings and to more closely reflect the 

needs and aspirations of regional and rural communities including the 

establishment of regional partnerships by the state government to better link 

business, industry and government strategy and priorities.  

The 2010-11 Sector Plans utilised data and information sources that have since 

been updated and revised and do not necessarily reflect current and forecast 

conditions and trends. 

 

Therefore, the objectives of the 2016 Sector Plans Update are to: 

 Update knowledge and understanding of the structure, issues and 

opportunities for industry sector development; 

 Align strategy and outcomes to current government industry policy and 

strategy and local land use and development plans; 

 Engage primary stakeholders in the future of industry opportunities in the 

region; and 

 Identify priority investment and development opportunities from strategy 

and policy reviews and consultations. 

The report will also help inform the development of the 2016 Northern Grampians 

Economic Development Strategy.  

1.1 Methodology 

The update has been completed using a mix of desktop analysis and consultation 

with key agencies and businesses.  This has included: 

 An update of key trends and data for the six sectors primarily utilising 

REMPlan and id data to identify economic trends in: 

 Output and GRP; 

 Employment and workforce; 

 Value-add; 

 Export and import; and 

 Critical industry linkages. 

 Review key policy strategy to include regional strategic plans, relevant state 

and federal government industry sector policy and local land use, 

investment and development strategy completed since 2010; and 

 Completion a targeted program of stakeholder consultations with key 

businesses and agencies.  
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2. Strategic context 

Since the original suite of sector plans were completed in 2010 and 2011, there 

has been a number of local and regional strategy developed that provide guidance 

and recommendations for economic, land use and infrastructure development.  

This section provides a summary of these key strategies and policy. 

2.1 Updated Council Plan 2013-2017  

The Council Plan lists the strategic priorities of the organisation with two clear 

objectives: 

 Improving the social and economic viability of the shire; and 

 Delivering targeted projects and core services. 

The economic strategy component of the Council Plan has four actions to develop 

the local economy and increase the diversity of industry in the Shire through: 

 Implementing a planning framework that enables and encourages business, 

including farming enterprises, and residential development and expansion; 

 Creating industrial development opportunities and employment across  the 

whole of the shire; 

 Developing Halls Gap as a tourism resort town and Great Western as a food 

and wine village; and 

 Attracting and encouraging new enterprises while supporting existing 

businesses through the implementation of targeted industry sectors plans. 

2.1.1 2015 Halls Gap Master Plan  

The Master Plan sets out four categories for the development of Halls Gap into a 

vibrant and sustainable tourism destination and enhancing amenity and services 

for residents.  The Master Plan identified a number projects and initiatives to 

support the development of: 

 Events and attractions including local produce, a brewery / distillery, 

upgrades to Brambuk, a conference facility and natural assets; 

 Services and development projects including opening up of land for new 

commercial development, signage and branding and improved Council 

services; 

 Halls Gap village such as streetscaping, walking track and connections and 

an all-weather indoor space; and 

 Public open space improvements including a central market area, village 

green, play spaces and entry point for the Grampians Peak Trail.  

Full implementation of the Master Plan will cost an estimated $10 million.  

2.1.2 2014 Stawell Gold Mine Future Possibilities Report 

The transition from large-scale underground gold mining at the Stawell gold mine 

has been subject to an extensive strategic assessment of new investment and 

development opportunities associated with the mine and surrounding area, whilst 

still allowing ongoing gold mining to occur.  The 2014 report identified two priority 

development initiatives: 

 Training, education and research associated with emergency, volunteer, 

environmental, geological and other training and learning activities that 

could utilise above and below ground assets and mine site topography;  

 Intensive, high value horticulture including hydroponics-based greenhouse 

production utilising the significant utilities and services available and 

underground mushroom cultivation; and 

 The establishment of a research and learning hub associated with 

astrophysics, emergency management and hydroponics agribusiness.  

The report had a focus on investment and development that had the potential for 

creating significant employment outcomes and diversifying the economy through 

high value industry.  Since its completion, Council and partners have attracted 

investment in an underground physics laboratory and a hydroponics horticulture 

facility.    
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2.1.3 2015 Western Stawell Business Precinct Master Plan 

The Western Stawell Master Plan sets the framework for the development 

structure of the primary economic precinct in Stawell with significant frontage 

onto the Western Highway.  The Master Plan details the objectives, requirement 

and actions for the precinct including land use, access, building and 

environmental improvements, drainage, servicing and infrastructure.  

Implementation of the Plan is estimated to be in the order of $6 million.  

 

Figure 1 - Western Stawell Business Precinct Master Plan 

The purpose of the Master Plan is to: 

 Guide the investment decision of Council and other agencies to maximise 

attractiveness and efficiency of this business precinct;  

 Support the growth and retention of existing business and attract new 

investment and industry; 

 Improve transport safety, efficiency and connections with primary road and 

rail freight assets; 

 Protect industry and business uses from encroachment by incompatible 

land uses; 

 Improve the environmental values of the precinct; 

 Ensure sufficient provision of utilities and infrastructure that support 

business and industry; and 

 Guide land use and development under Council’s Planning Scheme.  

2.1.4 2014 St Arnaud Civic Precinct Plan 

The development of the Civic Precinct within the heart of St Arnaud aimed to 

development the town as primary destination in the region and support 

investment and business opportunities.  The plan looked beyond the primary 

project area of the Town Hall and Library and considered the main commercial 

spine and other primary assets of the town. 

 

Figure 2 - St Arnaud Civic Spine recommendations  
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Recommendations included upgrades to existing civic assets to provide for multi-

use hubs, improvements to open space and wayfinding and protection and 

enhancement of the significant heritage assets and features of the town.   

2.1.5 2014 Great Western Future Plan 

The Great Western Future Plan set out township investment and improvement 

strategies that would both  

 Position Great Western as tourism destination following the bypass of the 

community as part of the Western Highway duplication project; and 

 Improve and build upon amenities for residents and attract new business 

and families. 

 

Figure 3 - Key elements - Great Western Future Plan 

 

 

The plan focussed on the opportunities for tourism and economic development 

including the international profile of winemaking in the township and region, build 

on its proximity to the Grampians National Park and create improved cycling and 

walking connections with the removal of heavy traffic once the bypass is complete. 

In addition, the plan put forward strategies for marketing Great Western as an 

attractive residential locality for new residents, improving community assets and 

services and ensure the heritage and natural environment features of the 

townships are protected and enhanced.   

2.1.6 Western Highway duplication 

The duplication of the Western Highway between Ballarat and Stawell is one of 

Victoria’s more significant regional infrastructure and transport projects.  Works 

have been completed between Ballarat and Beaufort with completion of 

construction of the Beaufort to Buangor section due in 2016.  Planning for future 

works to Ararat and to Stawell have also been completed and is subject to 

development funding allocation.  In the May 2016 State budget, $10 million was 

announced to fund pre-construction works for the Ararat to Stawell section to 

include geotechnical investigations, environmental assessments and 

development of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan. 

 

Figure 4 - Western Highway duplication project  
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The duplication will provide for faster, safer and more efficient travel for private 

and freight traffic.  Planning for bypasses of communities has also occurred or is 

in train that will see amenity improvements and opportunities for attraction of 

new residents and businesses. 

The economic assessment of the Ararat to Stawell duplication include the 

following benefits and challenges. 

 Reduced travel times and costs and improved safety for private and freight 

traffic; 

 Creation of construction based employment during works and opportunities 

for local supply to the project by regional businesses; 

 Improved amenity for towns and communities that will be bypassed, whilst 

recognising this may also represent an economic risk to communities and 

their existing businesses; 

 Some loss of agricultural land and areas of land severance and access issues;  

 Impacts on businesses who have a reliance on passing traffic both during 

and post construction; and 

 Permanent closure of some access roads that may also affect business and 

agricultural activity along the corridor.  

 
Figure 5 - Western Highway duplication - Ararat to Stawell 

2.1.7 2014 Grampians Peaks Trail Master Plan 

Covering nearly 150 kms of walking track across the Grampians National Park, the 

Grampians Peaks Trail will be a major contributor to the tourism drawcard of the 

region and is estimated to attract over 34,000 people per year by 2025.   The trail 

begins at Mt Zero in the north and will culminate at the township of Dunkeld in 

the Southern Grampians.   

The walk is expected to generate 32,000 visitor nights in 2015, increasing to over 

80,000 visitor nights by 2025 when all segments of the trail are operational and 

generate 175 direct and indirect jobs both during and post construction.  

 

Figure 6 – Grampians Peak Trail proposed alignment 

The major economic benefit is the increased visitor spending and employment 

flowing directly from people who have come to walk the Grampians Peaks Trail, 

as well as increased visitation to the Grampians in general.  In 2015, the trail will 

generate an estimated $2.5 million, increasing to $6.4 million by 2025. 

Costing approximately $30 million, the construction of the Trail and support 

assets and services is being funded through the State Government ($20 million) 

the Federal Government ($10 million).    
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2.1.8 2014 Regional Growth Plan 

The Wimmera Southern Mallee Regional Growth Plan 2014 details the land-use 

planning framework for the region over the next 20 - 30 years.   

The Growth Plan is generally regarded as the primary guiding policy and planning 

document for the region that describes the key economic and social directions 

and initiatives that takes strategic regional and land use development planning as 

its foundation for sustainable economic and social development. 

It provides a broad-based approach to regional development based upon the key 

economic and social characteristics of regions that can be leveraged for future 

growth and investment opportunities.  There are three pillars to the RGP that aim 

to support prosperity, economic opportunity, sustainable communities and the 

health of the regional environment.  These pillars are: 

 A competitive and innovative economy; 

 A healthy and resilient environment; and 

 Community wellbeing.   

2.1.9 2012 Regional Strategic Plan 

In 2012, the region adopted the Wimmera Southern Mallee Regional Strategic Plan 

(the Regional Plan) which provides a framework for a coordinated approach to 

achieving economic, social and environmental outcomes for the region over the 

next 10 – 15 years.  The Regional Plan identifies a number of strategic directions 

for economic growth for the region including: 

 Building on comparative advantages in sustainable primary production and 

related value adding and service industries including research and 

development in farming systems and production; 

 Development of nature-based and outback tourism experiences including 

capture of regional markets and developing sympathetic tourism product; 

 Fostering growth in industry networks and clusters including manufacturing 

associated with food processing, agriculture and transport and the 

expansion of start-up and small business.  Access to secure water supply via 

the Wimmera Mallee pipeline will also form a significant of business 

development activities for the region; 

 Providing essential infrastructure including telecommunications to support 

new and existing business.  The Regional Plan places significant focus on the 

importance of improving the telecommunication capabilities and access to 

ICT services; 

 Improving transport infrastructure that support regional business and 

communities and ensure future planning addresses forecast growth in 

freight movements within and across the region; 

 Improving education and training outcomes and attract and retain skills in 

the region by reducing barriers to participation, provision of workforce 

development programs and attracting workers through migration; and 

 Strengthening local communities and community services through local 

solutions to community development needs in the areas of health, 

leadership and settlement development and planning that enhances the 

connections, function and liveability of communities.   

The plan identifies that these strategic drivers need to be approached at a regional 

scale, and address regional challenges.  These include sustaining and increasing 

agricultural productivity, climate change adaptation, developing market 

opportunity from increased global food demand and support population growth 

through the liveability of communities and the wellbeing of residents.   

More analysis is presented of where the Regional Growth Plan and the Regional 

Strategic Plan relate to the industry sectors under the specific sections for each 

sector in this report.  
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2.2 Investment projects 

Northern Grampians Shire and partners have taken a strategic and proactive 

approach to identifying and attracting growth and investment funding to support 

and diverse its economy and to create new job opportunities.  These projects 

represent not only local confidence, but also recognise and build on the 

competitive strengths and comparative advantages of the region.   

Table 1 – Summary of regional investment projects 

Investment Summary description 

Nectar Farm Hydroponics Stawell 

Estimate value $120 million 

Stage 1:  The proposal is to build 10 hectares of 

greenhouse under which hydroponic crops such as 

cucumbers and tomatoes will be grown.  A packing 

and produce hall, cool room and staff facilities 

building is also proposed.  Other infrastructure such 

as a hot water tank and a water storage basin are 

proposed.  Further development is planned to a 40-

hectare facility. 

Labour (cumulative) 

Stage 1: 85 people 

Stage 2: 157 people 

Stage 3: 308 people (517 when associated jobs are 

added) 

 

 

 

Investment Summary description 

Stawell Underground Physics 

Laboratory 

Stage 1 estimated value $4 million.  

Located 1 kilometre underground in the Stawell 

Gold Mine, the world class low background 

radiation physics laboratory will be used to conduct 

research into dark matter, as well as sensitive 

physics and biomedical experiments.  When 

operational it will be the first of its kind in the 

Southern Hemisphere. 

The project is expected to attract world-class 

researchers and will involve partnerships between 

the University of Melbourne, the Centre of 

Excellence for Particle Physics, the Australian 

Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation and 

the Italian National Institute of Nuclear and Particle 

Physics. 

Up to 50 direct and indirect jobs are forecast during 

construction and operation phases of the project.  
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Investment Summary description 

Bulgana Wind Farm (Great 

Western) 

Estimated value $450 million 

The project will involve the construction of a wind 

energy facility containing 63 wind turbine 

generators in the Bulgana/Great Western area.  The 

construction phase is expected to begin in 2017 and 

will take up to two years to complete.  

The Bulgana wind farm has the potential to create 

between 300 and 400 jobs in the construction phase 

and maintain 15 to 20 jobs in the long term. 

 

Used Tyre Recycling Corporation 

Estimated investment $10 million 

UTRC has been established to recycle the estimated 

9 million used car and truck tyres currently 

stockpiled in western Stawell.  The company will 

centre its operations via warehouses, offices, 50 

staff, and processing plants at the proposed facility.  

Investment Summary description 

Frewstalls Abattoir Expansion 2014 

Estimate value $2.1 million 

The expansion project, involved the construction of 

a new freezer/chiller facility at Frewstal, and has 

created 98 jobs and is expected to b;oost the 

company’s export to Asia.  The new freezer/chiller 

facility has a capacity of 168 tonnes to enable 

product to be supplied direct to port from Stawell, 

supplying high value export markets. 

Landsborough Pipeline 2014 

Estimated value $5 million 

The project has linked link vineyards in the 

Landsborough Valley to water from Stawell, 

underpinning the operations of four vignerons, 

operating six vineyards in the Valley and to enable 

growth within their operations.   

The pipeline also includes public benefits through 

the provision of fire-fighting plugs and the ability to 

support farmers along the pipeline by providing 

access to water for general stock and domestic 

purposes. 
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3. Agriculture 

The agricultural sector is worth $140 million to the NGSC economy.  Over the past 

15 years, the sector has had to adapt to climatic and weather change with periods 

of significant drought and changing seasonal patterns.  The sector in NGSC 

comprises primarily of grains, sheep and beef cattle ($100m).   

There has been growth in the support services to agriculture (39% 2012-2016) 

which has contributed to the slight growth in the overall contribution the sector 

makes to the local economy.  The sector is the third most important in terms of 

output and along with manufacturing, is a primary driver of the economy.  

Table 2 – Performance of agriculture subsectors 20012-2016 

Agriculture subsectors 
2012 2016 

Output $m Share of economy Output $m Share of economy 

Sheep, Grains, Beef & Dairy Cattle $116.7 7.2 % $100.3 7.1 % 

Poultry & Other Livestock $29.4 1.8 % $24.4 1.7 % 

Other Agriculture $3.4 0.2 % $4.9 0.4 % 

Agriculture, Forestry & Fishing Support Services $7.5 0.5 % $10.4 0.7 % 

Total $157 9.7% $140 9.9% 

Between 2001 and 2016, sector output has fallen by 28% and whilst some of this can be attributed to climatic conditions, it may also reflect a change in the structure of the 

industry with less farming enterprises, volatile commodity prices and a reduction in export sales.  The fall in value-add would also be affected by reduced exports and a 

reduction in higher value agricultural products.  Wages and salaries are trending in line with overall employment figures although a recent rise in salaries may indicate an 

uptake in contractor and higher paid casual staff.  Value-add per employee has fallen from $143,375 in 2001 to $99.071 in 2016.   

Table 3 - Economic indicator trends for agriculture 2001-2016 

 
* Data analysis from 2010 report.  

Variance % change Variance % change

Total output ($m) $195.60 $172.90 $164.70 $157.10 $120.80 $140 -$55.6 -28.4 -$30.9 -15.8 

Wages and salaries ($m) $13.50 $11.80 $12.90 $11.10 $9.50 $11.30 -$2.2 -16.3 -$0.6 -4.4 

Local sales ($m) $47.00 $53.50 $54.90 $64.30 $49.50 $49.40 $2.4 5.1 $7.9 16.8 

Regional exports ($m) $129.50 $109.50 $97 $86.40 $68.90 $84.20 -$45.3 -35.0 -$32.5 -25.1 

Local expenditure ($m) $20.70 $19.10 $37.50 $43.40 $36.30 $35 $14.3 69.1 $16.8 81.2 

Regional imports ($m) $60.20 $52.70 $42 $40.10 $35.80 $41 -$19.2 -31.9 -$18.2 -30.2 

Value add ($m) $114.70 $101.20 $85.20 $73.50 $48.70 $64 -$50.7 -44.2 -$29.5 -25.7 

Employment (persons) 800 675 676 694 646 646 -154 -19.3 -124 -15.5 

Feb 2012 Apr 2014 Apr 2016
2001-2016 2001-2010*

TrendKey Indicators Jan 2001 Jan 2007 Jan 2010
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3.1 Regional strategy 

Agricultural production has seen significant change over the recent generation of 

farmers.  Consolidation of farms in the Wimmera from 5,000 holdings to 

approximately 3,000, impacts of climate change and seasonal weather patterns 

and the growth in global food demand have changed the landscape and the 

approach to farming and agribusiness.  Delivering approximately $1 billion in 

economic output, over $720 million in exports and accounting for over 4,300 jobs 

in the Wimmera region, the sector remains economically important. 

Factors that influence the competitiveness and growth of the sector include 

transport costs, exchange rates, capacity to value add and supply chains.  

The region continues to develop strategies to grow the sector and to position the 

sector within a range of markets.  Land use and sector planning strategies include: 

 Building on the comparative advantages of sustainable primary production 

and related value adding and service industries; 

 Strengthen the farming sector's capacity to prosper in a changing climate; 

 Deliver research and development of new plant varieties and farming 

systems to equip the sector and enhance productive capacity; 

 Managing water resources and encouraging effective natural resource 

management and sustainable agricultural practices; 

 Positioning region for growth through developing agricultural knowledge 

and skills and diversification of agricultural products and sector; 

 Support the development of agriculture through its significance in cereal, 

pulse and oil seed production; 

 Understanding external factors include climate, global commodity prices 

and exchange rate that can impact on stable economic growth; 

 Support for wine tourism which is of growing significant in the Wimmera 

south-east region of Northern Grampians; 

 Support and protect agriculture as key rural land use and driver of regional 

economy and support diversification and value adding to production; 

 Develop clusters of economic activity based on locational advantages and 

infrastructure; and 

 Support diversification and transition of agricultural services over time in 

order to encourage provision of infrastructure 

3.1.1 2016 Food and Fibre Strategy (State Government) 

With food and fibre exports from Victoria valued at over $12 billion, the support 

and development of the sector is one of the State Government’s priorities.  The 

2016 Food and Fibre Strategy set outs a number of priorities and objectives for 

the sector including: 

 Strengthen Victoria’s international reputation; 

 Help build sector ‘investment readiness’ and a strong pipeline of investment-

ready projects; 

 Attract more investment to support sector, business and jobs growth; 

 Connect more businesses with innovation capabilities to drive results; 

 Support local approaches to strengthen manufacturing; 

 Support food and wine tourism to boost sales and create jobs; 

 Improve urban and rural water security, and optimise the benefits of 

irrigation modernisation; and 

 Enhance the focus on regional strategic planning to support growth and 

align effort with the priorities of regional communities. 
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3.2 Key action outcomes 2010 Plan 

Productivity and land use – ensure the protection and enhancement of 

productive agricultural land. 

 Partnered with Project Platypus to hold workshops and information sessions 

focusing on land care issues. 

 The planning scheme supports the protection of agricultural land, and is 

used when making decisions on developments that may affect agricultural 

businesses.  Will also work towards making certified organic land visible on 

Council’s GIS system.  Consideration will need to be given on how to identify 

certified organic land and making sure it is up to date information.  Council’s 

Economic Development and Planning units will also be commencing work on 

a land audit. 

Workforce and skills – provide opportunities for skills development and 

increased implementation of best practice 

 WDA has created multiple case studies and information for farmers and 

potential investment and there has been a great deal of work done 

surrounding farm business apprentices. 

 Many business management and succession planning workshops have been 

run and will continue to be run with avenues required to improve 

participation rates by businesses. 

Value-add add supply chains – strengthen economic development activity 

along the food production value-chain. 

 Success investment attraction with Nectar Farms progressing their 

establishment of a hydroponics greenhouse facility in Stawell.  Other 

development discussions held with existing and potential businesses 

including Baiada, Ridley/Barastock, Green Eggs and others.  

 Northern Grampians, Ararat and Horsham are currently looking at helping 

Grampians Produce host an event surrounding local produce and the supply 

chain. 

Industry development and investment attraction - build on industry 

strengths to attract investment and deliver economic benefits to existing 

business and industry. 

 Frewstalls currently have Tier 2 registration and are completing works which 

will help entry into new export markets. 

 Works ongoing looking at opportunities for pyrolysis plant and potential 

composting facility. 

3.3 Challenges and opportunities 

The region’s wealth has been built on the agricultural sector in the areas of grains, 

livestock and food processing.  Given the increasing global demand for 

agricultural commodities and food, the region should be well placed to sustain 

and grow market share, provided supply side considerations such as water 

availability and pricing continue to be competitive.  Key factors that will influence 

this opportunity include: 

 Weather and climatic conditions that will affect productivity, production and 

sustainable supply and production security.  Biosecurity has been brought 

into sharp focus in recent weeks with the discovery of the Russian Wheat 

Aphid in South Australia and parts of the Wimmera, the first time this 

endemic pest has been reported in Australia.  

 Ageing of the workforce within the sector with low levels of workforce entry, 

although this economic risk from future farmer retirement may be offset in 

part due to technology adoption, productivity improvements and the 

increase in the size of landholdings (decrease in number of individual farms). 
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 Future consolidation of land holdings will require significant transaction 

funding with some analysts predicting that this will come from both national 

and global investors.  This economic ‘face’ of agriculture will continue change 

and probably at an accelerated rate over the next 10 to 20 years. 

 Developing farming practices and production systems that address or even 

capitalise on changing weather patterns and under-productive land.  

Understanding the nature of current and future land use for agricultural 

purposes will be an important as facilitation and land management process. 

 Building capabilities to provide opportunities to add-value to agriculture 

product before it leaves the region thereby increasing direct economic 

benefits and output. 

 Utilise and harness the regional skills and knowledge of the agricultural 

sector to support research and development activities, innovative support 

services including supply chain specialisation within the sector and auxiliary 

industries.  Assets such as the Wimmera Grains Centre of Excellence, 

regional education institutions and a number of grower and producer 

organisations, provide the foundation opportunities for this to occur which 

may attract support funding.  

 Improvements to information systems that support and inform the sector 

are seen as important opportunities to support growth and productivity.   

This includes technology infrastructure, telemetrics the Wimmera Weather 

Radar initiative, reliable and timely information dissemination and utilisation 

of active networks within the sector.  

 

 

3.4 Future strategic objectives  

 Continue to advocate for investment and support for projects that will add 

value to agricultural practices in the region including the rollout of the 

Wimmera Weather Radar project, NBN and telecommunication 

improvements, development opportunities from the Wimmera Mallee 

Pipeline, and duplication and upgrades to the Western Highway. 

 Support the initiatives of the Wimmera Special Conditions Committee and 

explore avenues to enhance the distribution of information and resources 

to support farmers with land, climate, weather and production 

management.  

 Assess potential economic and social impacts that may eventuate through 

forecast generational and demographic shifts in the structure of farm and 

land holdings over the next 10 to 20 years.  Link this assessment to strategic 

land use planning and management.  

 In partnership with business and regional organisations, investigate 

opportunities under the State Government’s Future Industries Fund and 

Agriculture Infrastructure and Jobs Fund to develop regional capabilities, 

value-add and specialisations.  Include sectors that support and could 

deliver innovation to the agricultural sector.  

 Continue to pursue private sector investment partnerships in new farming 

and agricultural ventures and provide timely support and advocacy to local 

businesses seeking to grow and develop their enterprises.  
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4. Health  

The health sector is worth nearly $77 million to the NGSC economy and has grown 

by over 40% in the last 15 years.  Primary health care in the region has been 

supplemented by the provision of higher allied and other health and care services.  

Demand for this service provision is expected to grow as the population ages and 

their health support needs increase.  

The sector is also expanding the reach of its services as evidenced by the growth 

in export earnings as health service provision is increasingly centralised into 

higher population centres.  The need to attract and retain a growing workforce in 

population areas that are seeing an ageing demographic of residents continues to 

be a crucial issue for the sector.  

The past few years has seen an expansion and greater diversity of health provision 

in the region.  For example, the establishment of Grampians Community Health 

including the development of their new $20 million health centre in Stawell in 2010 

has led to increased health options for communities including aged, disability, 

youth, drugs and alcohol, family violence, homelessness, community mental 

health, health promotion, community inclusion, gambling as well as primary 

health care.  The Victorian government has also announced contribution funding 

$3.5 million towards a new Wimmera cancer centre in Horsham. 

Table 4 – Performance of health subsectors 20012-2016 

Health subsectors 

2012 2016 

Output $m 
Share of 

economy 
Output $m 

Share of 

economy 

Health Care Services $42 2.6% $51.7 3.7% 

Residential Care and Social Assistance Services $20.8 1.3% $25.2 1.8% 

Total $62.8 3.9% $76.9 5.5% 

Table 5 - Economic indicator trends for health 2001-2016 

 
* Data analysis from 2010 report   

Variance % change Variance % change

Total output ($m) $54.4 $55.8 $70.9 $62.8 $77.3 $76.8 $22.4 41.2 $16.5 30.3

Wages and salaries ($m) $33.8 $35.3 $46.3 $41.2 $43.4 $48.6 $14.8 43.9 $12.5 36.9

Local sales ($m) $0.7 $0.8 $1.2 $0.8 $1.0 $1.0 $0.3 40.4 $0.5 66.4

Regional exports ($m) $0.7 $13.6 $9.4 $8.4 $14.0 $12.7 $12.0 1708.0 $8.7 1245.9

Local expenditure ($m) $4.1 $5.4 $6.4 $5.8 $10.7 $7.7 $3.6 86.9 $2.3 56.0

Regional imports ($m) $7.1 $6.0 $7.9 $7.3 $13.7 $10.6 $3.5 49.5 $0.8 11.2

Value add ($m) $43.2 $44.4 $56.6 $49.8 $52.9 $58.6 $15.4 35.6 $13.4 31.0

Employment (persons) 646 642 642 621 723 723 77 11.9 -4 -0.6

2001-2016 2001-2010*
TrendKey Indicators Jan 2001 Jan 2007 Jan 2010 Feb 2012 Apr 2014 Apr 2016
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4.1 Regional strategy 

The Regional Growth Plan highlights a sustainable workforce as one of the key 

challenges for the health sector.  This is a multi-faceted issue and includes labour 

and skills shortages at an industry level as well the loss of younger people from 

the region that reduces the pool from which suitable skills can be drawn and / or 

developed.  Unless addressed, workforce related issues have the potential to 

undermine economic and sector growth.  

Liveability factors are critical to attracting and retaining residents.  Therefore, 

planning and development of social infrastructure that is well located, accessible 

and connects well with other services is seen as critical to supporting these 

liveability factors that include: 

 Availability of employment; 

 Choice and affordability of housing; 

 Education and health services; and 

 Cultural and lifestyle features. 

A marginal population growth forecast for the region of 1.8% 2016-2031 with an 

ageing demographic presents two crucial issues for the sector: 

1. Planning and delivery of services to meet the needs of a changing population; 

and 

2. Attraction and retention of staff to provide the required health and wellbeing 

needs of residents and to address an ageing workforce within the sector.  

The need to attract new residents from outside of the region is of strategic 

importance in order to: 

 Address skills shortages;  

 Attract skilled workers from outside region; and 

 Have greater access to skilled employees to meet their needs. 

4.1.1 Health 2040 

The State Government is currently developing a long-term strategic plan for the 

development of health services for the next 20 years.  Health 2040 has put forward 

6 themes as starting points for further exploration of healthcare reform direction: 

1. A person-centred view of healthcare; 

2. Preventing and treating chronic disease; 

3. Improving people’s health outcomes and experience; 

4. Improving the way the system works collectively; 

5. Better health for people in rural and regional areas; and 

6. Valuing and supporting our workforce. 

For rural and regional areas, the key challenges and issues identified in the 2015 

Discussion Paper for Health 2040 included: 

 Higher rates of socio-economic disadvantage and unemployment;  

 Older residents and have poorer overall health status,  

 High reliance on these services and lower rates of private health cover; and   

 Health services are often the largest employer in their local community and 

can be an important focus of community life and economic activity.  

Possible areas for sector reform and improvements include: 

 Establish sustainable and coordinated pathways to ensure access and 

appropriate care for people living in rural and regional Victoria; 

 Tackle variations in health outcomes and care across rural and regional 

Victoria; 

 Develop a services and infrastructure plan; and 

 Ensure rural health services are able to contribute to thriving and vital rural 

communities.  
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4.2 Key action outcomes 2010 Plan 

Workforce - partner with the health sector to support the attraction and 

retention of a skilled workforce. 

 A jobs expo has been held in NGSC and another planned for later in 2016. 

 Council’s Community Access Advisory Group received a $20,000 grant from 

the RACV to implement and improve transport for our communities and to 

help residents access safe routes for people no longer driving.  Also 

implementation of the Safe Paths project in Stawell and St Arnaud. 

 Utilisation of statistical information on the ageing population from Council’s 

HACC department to plan for any future decrease or increase in services. 

 Council has implemented a new resident project but would benefit from 

further development. 

Policy and industry structures - ensure health service provision is based on 

collective planning and informed leadership. 

 NGSC and Grampians Community Health with GCH have worked on joint 

funding applications that both have identified a service gap that could be 

filled to support community issues. NGSC co-operates with several service 

providers in HACC and Community Development to continue to provide 

leaderships in community health. 

 Council has also implemented some activities from the Municipal Health and 

Wellbeing Plan including installation of walking tracks, shade sails and a 

program of community luncheons. 

Technology adoption - ensure that technology infrastructure and adoption 

support service efficiencies and health outcomes. 

 The HACC department are embracing the new My Aged Care program and 

using new technology for assessment services and meetings.  Many allied 

health services utilise websites and webinars for staff and residents’ services.  

Investment attraction - create an investment attractive environment to 

support the attraction and retention of health professionals and to meet the 

future care needs of the community. 

 Stawell Eventide Homes and McCallum House in St Arnaud have expanded 

their facilities and have made their health organisation more attractive for 

health professionals to relocate to either town for employment and career 

opportunities. 

The role of local government - In partnership with communities of interest, 

be an advocate for the development of community health and well-being 

best practice. 

 Council continues to work in partnerships with Grampians Community 

Health, Primary Care Partnerships and Stawell Regional Health 

4.3 Challenges and opportunities 

Reviews and constraints of funding and service policy by governments has led to 

uncertainty within the sector.  For NGSC the impact on service delivery includes: 

 Limited services for traumatic emergencies; 

 Population-based funding models reduce service provision and investment 

in much needed infrastructure and resources; 

 Utilisation of out-of-town specialists at a premium cost;  

 Increased costs and staffing resources requirements for reforms to aged 

cared service provision;  

 No provision of bed-based services for drug and alcohol rehabilitation care 

in the region; and 

 Areas of uncertainty regarding ongoing service and policy reform in relation 

to health care including primary care, aged care and the implementation of 

the National Insurance Disability Scheme (NDIS).  
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Addressing ever-present workforce supply and skills gaps remain as critical issues 

for the sector.  Key factors include: 

 Ageing of the workforce within the sector; 

 Attraction and retention of younger professionals and their families; 

 A lack of suitable housing choice including new housing stock in the region; 

 The provision of temporary / short-term accommodation for visiting 

specialists and locums; 

 Availability of suitable work and career opportunities for partners; and 

 Lack of social opportunities and networks within the region. 

The implementation of the NDIS whilst seen as positive is also seen as having 

implications for organisations in terms of readiness, service planning, level of local 

service demand (anticipated to be high) and control of unethical, competitive 

practices and inexperienced providers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Strategic objectives  

 Work with health service providers on opportunities to develop low cost, 

temporary and short-term accommodation for visiting and relocating 

personnel.  Similar developments have occurred in Nhill (West Wimmera 

Health Services) and Edenhope (Edenhope and District Memorial Hospital). 

 Continue to plan and attract investment in new housing stock to support the 

growth of local industry and potential workforce increases through new 

investment and business establishment.  

 Convening a community health and wellbeing leadership forum with service 

providers to elicit issues and opportunities for improved planning and co-

operation based upon identified community issues and priorities.   

 Completing an eHealth capability audit to include reviews of uptake, 

infrastructure, systems, barriers to use and opportunities for enhanced 

health outcomes.  Identify opportunities for innovative local solutions and 

associated investment attraction. 

 Support the sector with strengthening of regional partnerships and the 

development of professional networks and support services.  
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5. Manufacturing 

Manufacturing contributes the most to the region’s economy accounting for over 

$310 million in output.  However, this is a major decrease on output figures from 

a few years ago when output was valued at over $520 million (2012).  The data 

show output declines in most sub-sectors of manufacturing although food 

processing and metal products have retained their output levels.  

 

 

There would appear to have been a localised economic ‘shock’ within the sector 

around 2013 that would merit some further investigation.  Export activity is also 

shown a decline trend which is in part offset by an increase in local sales.  This 

may indicate a tightening of the economic environment or a lack of diversification 

and market positioning by the sector.  This is further supported by a decline in the 

value-add of products.  Employment is also showing a steady decline. 

 

Table 6 – Performance of manufacturing subsectors 20012-2016 

Manufacturing Sub Sectors 
Feb 2012 Apr 2016 

$M % $M % 

Basic Chemical, Cleaning and Polymer Manufacturing $202.1 12.4% $73.7 5.2% 

Food Product Manufacturing $136.3 8.4% $132.8 9.5% 

Beverage Product Manufacturing $64.9 4.0% $21.5 1.5% 

Technical Equipment and Appliance Manufacturing $48.2 3.0% $32.2 2.3% 

Metal and Metal Product Manufacturing $27.4 1.7% $32.9 2.3% 

Non-Metallic Mineral Product Manufacturing $19.4 1.2% $12.1 0.9% 

Transport Equipment and Parts Manufacturing $11.2 0.7% $6.7 0.5% 

Apparel Manufacturing $11.7 0.7% $2.2 0.2% 

Total $521.0 32.1% $314.0 22.4% 
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Table 7 - Economic indicator trends for manufacturing 2001-2016 

 

* Data analysis from 2010 report 

5.1 Regional strategy 

Development of value-add manufacturing that has a focus on agricultural and 

food products is seen as a competitive opportunity for the region.  Supporting this 

growth opportunity will require enabling infrastructure such as transport 

networks, land and utilities investment in strategic locations.  Investments in 

sustainable and secure water and energy supplies and advocacy for natural gas 

will need continued action and support.  Diversification of the manufacturing 

sector will also provide opportunities to sustain economic activity and 

employment creation.  

Strategic locational advantages that develop clusters of industry around 

population centres and critical assets such as transport nodes will help deliver 

productivity and efficiency gains necessary to support the competitiveness of 

regional businesses.  

 

 

The growth in global food demand and adaptation within the agricultural sector 

should drive the uptake of new farming and production technology and systems 

that presents opportunities for specialisation in regional food and product 

manufacturing.  Access to reliable and fast telecommunication services will be a 

major enabler of regional industry development and access to external national 

and international markets.  

Development of freight and logistics precincts as economic hubs and ensuring 

efficient ways to transport products between producers and markets will be 

important for investment attraction, growth and improving the economic capacity 

of the region and supporting the competitiveness of manufacturing in regional 

areas like Northern Grampians. 

  

Variance % change Variance % change

Total output ($m) $362.0 $411.8 $473.2 $530.2 $323.2 $322.3 -$39.7 -11.0 $111.1 30.7 

Wages and salaries ($m) $47.6 $55.7 $63.2 $64.6 $41.3 $43.1 -$4.4 -9.3 $15.6 32.8 

Local sales ($m) $48.5 $55.8 $70.9 $110.4 $75.4 $75.7 $27.2 56.0 $22.4 46.2 

Regional exports ($m) $195.9 $326.6 $368.1 $370.3 $216.1 $212.7 $16.8 8.6 $172.3 87.9 

Local expenditure ($m) $65.4 $82.1 $111.2 $156.6 $95.0 $86.4 $21.0 32.1 $45.7 69.9 

Regional imports ($m) $214.5 $245.5 $254.9 $264.7 $154.8 $166.6 -$47.9 -22.3 $40.4 18.8 

Value add ($m) $114.7 $101.2 $107.1 $108.9 $73.4 $69.3 -$45.4 -39.6 -$7.6 -6.6 

Employment (persons) 742 716 716 713 560 560 -182 -24.5 -26 -3.5 

Apr 2014 Apr 2016
2001-2016 2001-2010*

TrendKey Indicators Jan 2001 Jan 2007 Jan 2010 Feb 2012
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5.2 Key action outcomes 2010 Plan 

Workforce and skills - attract and retain a skilled workforce that meets the 

needs of industry. 

 Business mentoring and business development planning support is 

available through Council's Business Assistance Scheme to all businesses. 

Value-add and supply chains - strengthen business development 

opportunities along competitively strong supply chains. 

 A business directory listing local companies and their services has been 

added to Council's website. 

Investment and industry development - encourage and facilitate 

investment by existing and potential industry in the region. 

 Regular economic development meetings are held between NGSC and the 

Wimmera Development Association and NGSC also participated in a 

previous network of Central Highlands economic development managers.   

The role of local government – in partnership with communities of interest, 

be an advocate for the development of a sustainable manufacturing 

industry. 

 Working with Council's planning department to provide a streamlined 

approach through the planning process and implementation of a suite of 

strategic land use development plans.  

 NGSC’s investment prospectus promotes the advantages of investing in the 

region and key project documents have been used when advocating to 

government agencies for funding. 

 

5.3 Challenges and opportunities 

Whilst Northern Grampians has a number of strategic advantages including 

location, transport networks and investment attraction capacity, there are 

challenges and opportunities for the local industry.  These include; 

 Availability of suitable industrial land for a range of industry uses; 

 Stagnation of the regional economy and a low investment appetite by 

businesses; 

 Loss of business and industry (supply chain and diversity) with low 

replacement activity; 

 Complexity of support funding for businesses and increased compliance; 

 Strategic leverage of the comparative advantages of the region; 

 Economic activity closely tied to the agriculture sector and commodity 

markets that creates volatility and business planning complexity; 

 Rising operational costs including freight, compliance and wages; 

 Availability of a motivated, stabled and skilled workforce particularly within 

lower wage occupations and industries; 

 Ageing workforce and workforce attraction and retention including 

employment engagement with younger people; and 

 Lack of social infrastructure and services including housing and choice of 

social activities. 

The attraction of investment (external and internal) is seen as key to transforming 

business sentiment and business growth.  Projects such as the Highway 

duplication, new industry attraction and promotion of the region will be needed 

as an important impetus for improving the region’s economic health. 
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5.4 Strategic objectives  

 Given the close economic relationship between manufacturing and 

agriculture in the region, there are opportunities to develop specialisations 

in support services and products to meet local demand.  Identify 

opportunities with key industries and business on projects that could be 

supported through the State Governments Future Industries Fund and other 

economic and regional development programs.  

 Progress the implementation of the Western Stawell Business Precinct 

Master Plan to provide for well serviced and investment ready land for 

development and investment attraction. 

 Continue to advocate for funding for the duplication of the Western 

Highway, and identify how Stawell can add-vale and derive benefit from 

improved transport and freight assets and services. 

 Continue to identify avenues for developing industry clusters around the key 

supply and value-chains of the region namely food and agriculture, 

engineering, energy and transport. 

 Adopt a leadership position in relation to the industry, including being 

prepared and ready to advocate for assistance for the industry. 
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6. Retail  

The retail sector has experienced mixed fortunes over the past few years with 

declines across nearly all indicators.  Most significant of these are output, exports, 

local expenditure, imports and employment.  The sector in Northern Grampians 

is widely seen as primarily serving the local region with some locations and outlets 

having a closer link to the tourism and visitation. 

 

A number of factors could be contributing to the sectors falling performance 

including economic strength and performance of the region’s agriculture, decline 

and ageing of the population, competition from other regional centres and online 

shopping.  The data is showing a slight improvement in sector activity over the 

past couple of years and with new commercial and tourism developments coming 

on stream in the region, there are opportunities for the sector to reinvigorate its 

positioning and offer. 

 

 

Table 8 - Economic indicator trends for retail 2007-2016 

 
* Data analysis from 2011 report 

  

Variance % change Variance % change

Total output ($m) $76.6 $79.3 $83.7 $53.7 $54.3 $60.2 -$16.4 -21.4 $7.1 9.2 

Wages and salaries ($m) $24.3 $25.9 $27.9 $21.1 $20.9 $23.0 -$1.3 -5.2 $3.6 14.9 

Local sales ($m) $11.1 $8.3 $11.6 $10.0 $10.3 $12.5 $1.4 12.3 $0.5 4.5 

Regional exports ($m) $9.9 $11.1 $8.4 $1.5 $2.5 $2.5 -$7.4 -74.8 -$1.5 -14.8 

Local expenditure ($m) $16.7 $19.8 $19.5 $11.9 $11.5 $10.1 -$6.6 -39.8 $2.8 16.5 

Regional imports ($m) $22.8 $19.4 $21.4 $11.2 $11.0 $14.5 -$8.3 -36.5 -$1.4 -5.9 

Value add ($m) $37.1 $40.1 $42.8 $30.6 $31.8 $35.7 -$1.4 -3.9 $5.7 15.3 

Employment (persons) 747 696 696 557 541 541 -206 -27.6 -51 -6.8 

Key Indicators Jan 2007 Jan 2008 Jan 2010 Feb 2012 Apr 2014 Apr 2016
2007-2016 2007-2010*

Trend
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6.1 Regional strategy 

The development of the retail sector is closely linked to settlement and population 

planning.  The creation of vibrant, attractive and diverse population centres and 

communities that provide retail services for resident and visitors is a primary 

driver of regional strategy. 

Planning for and enabling sympathetic and appropriate development in town 

centres to provide sufficient land stock for future commercial growth and a mix of 

retail offer should also complement other services such as health, education and 

social activities.  Town centre planning is a critical component of supporting retail 

activity and the contribution it makes to the liveability features of a community.  

This process should be subject to regular review in relation to the demand for and 

the supply of business and commercial land and proactive attraction strategies. 

Major commercial development should continue to be directed to existing town 

centres to consolidate the economic role of these centres, and ensure investment 

in the public realm or other infrastructure can be efficiently targeted towards 

these locations.  Whilst some bulky goods retailing is provided along major roads 

such as the Western Highway in Stawell, this type of development should not 

replace town centres as the key retail focus of these settlements. 

6.2 Key action outcomes 2011 Plan 

Strategy and policy - enhance the strategic direction and participation by 

business and community development. 

 An audit of retail shops is underway for Stawell and St Arnaud. 

 Economic development personnel have built strong relationships with key 

retail operators in Stawell, St Arnaud and Halls Gap.  Ongoing business visits 

will continue with all retail operators. 

 

Marketing - improve awareness of and spend within the retail sector and 

support investment attraction. 

 Financial support provided to both StawellBiz and St Arnaud Community 

Action Network (SCAN) and have facilitated meetings between StawellBiz, 

SCAN Grampians Tourism. 

6.3 Challenges and opportunities 

The retail sector is the eighth most important sector in terms of output for 

Northern Grampians.  The sector has experienced mixed fortunes over the past 

decade, with a decline in total output between 2007 and 2016, though it is showing 

signs of some recovery.  Given the close connection between retail activity and 

performance of the local agricultural sector, seasonal and climatic conditions have 

affected retail confidence and spend patterns.  Retailers are reporting that the 

main shopping precincts are much quieter than in previous years with a 

corresponding downturn in sales.  There also appears to be rising trend in empty 

premises, increased pop-up shops, and low value product outlets which are 

affecting the overall retail offer and shopper choice.  The key issues identified for 

retail in the region included: 

 Lack of vibrant retail activity, product range (including basic product gaps), 

and constrained retail spend; 

 Anecdotal evidence of growing escape expenditure including other regional 

centres and online shopping and increased pressure to provide price 

reductions or discounts in line with web-based shopping; 

 Limited engagement and leverage from the significant regional tourism and 

visitor market including weekend opening hours, product, customer service 

and marketing; 

 No overarching activation strategy for the retail sector including planning for 

development land for larger retailers, attraction strategies, marketing and 

business development; 
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 Low uptake of social media and web-based marketing and promotion by 

individual businesses, communities of business and NGSC; 

 Like the manufacturing sector, once businesses are lost to the community, it 

appears very hard to back-fill the gap; 

 The commercial value of businesses (and property) will mean that some 

operators will simply close their doors or struggle to find buyers for their 

business, particularly when the value set is higher than market appetite; and 

 Difficulty in attracting and retaining good staff and finding motivated 

younger people to work in the sector.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Strategic objectives  

 Develop comprehensive retail and small business activation strategies for 

Stawell and St Arnaud to include an audit of the current retail offer, retail 

gaps, floorspace and development opportunities, and supporting marketing 

and investment attraction strategies  

 Investigate strategies to improve online marketing and social media usage 

for promotion activities for individual businesses, communities and by 

Council.   

 Be proactive in developing stronger links between the retail and tourism 

sectors including marketing, branding and promotional initiatives.  Improve 

the understanding and opportunities presented by tourism for the retail 

sector and improve output attributable to tourism by the retail sector in 

Northern Grampians. 

 Progress implementation of the Halls Gaps Master Plan to support 

sustainable growth and diversity of the retail and small business offer in this 

important visitor and community township.  
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7. Tourism   

With the Grampians National Park in the south and gold, settler and natural 

environment features in the north, the Shire has a number of high profile and 

potential tourism product.  Visitation to the Grampians National Park and the 

service centre of Halls Gaps deliver important economic benefits to the Shire and 

the region.  Whilst some of this visitation can be impacted by climatic and natural 

events, the region continues to endure and grow as a visitor destination.  

 

Data shows a sustained growth in all economic indicators for the sector and it 

represents one of stronger performing sectors in Northern Grampians.  The 

sector represents 6% of the Shire’s total output (2016), increasing its share from 

4.2% in 2012.  Output and other measures are distributed across a number of 

other industries (Table 10) with the primary beneficiary being accommodation and 

food services.  This sector is also the primary beneficiary in terms of employment 

(Table 11). 

Table 9 – NGSC economic indicator trends for tourism 2001-2016 

 

Table 10 – NGSC tourism output attributable to other sectors 

  

Variance % change

Total output ($m) $52.1 $69.1 $76.6 $84.1 $32.0 61.4%

Wages and salaries ($m) $12.4 $15.4 $18.2 $19.4 $7.0 56.5%

Value add ($m) $20.9 $29.7 $36.2 $39.0 $18.1 86.6%

Employment (persons) 260 377 470 459 199 76.5%

2009-2016
TrendKey Indicators Sep-09 Feb-12 Apr-14 Apr-16

Variance % change

Accommodation and food services ($m) $41.5 $46.5 $50.1 $8.6 20.7%

Manufacturing ($m) $6.9 $6.4 $6.8 -$0.1 -1.4%

Ownership of dwellings ($m) $6.2 $6.9 $7.5 $1.3 21.0%

Retail ($m) $4.1 $5.1 $5.5 $1.4 34.1%

Transport, postal and warehousing ($m) $4.1 $5.7 $6.0 $1.9 46.3%

Arts and recreation services $3.4 $2.6 $2.8 -$0.6 -17.6%

TrendOutput attributable to tourism Feb-12 Apr-14 Apr-16
2012-2016
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Table 11 – NGSC tourism employment attributable to other sectors 

 

Whilst output attributable to tourism is high in the accommodation and food services sector, the contribution tourism makes to this sector in Northern Grampians is lower 

than in other comparison regions (Figure 7).  This is also the case for employment (Figure 8).  The retail sector in particular is notable for its low tourism derived benefit 

compared to other regions.   

 

Figure 7 - Comparison on tourism output contribution 

Variance % change

Accommodation and food services 268 340 330 62 23.1%

Retail 43 51 49 6 14.0%

Arts and recreation services 24 16 17 -7 -29.2%

Transport, postal and warehousing ($m) 17 24 24 7 41.2%

Manufacturing 9 11 12 3 33.3%

Employment attributable to tourism Feb-12 Apr-14 Apr-16
2009-2016

Trend

Accommodation &
Food Services

Ownership of
Dwellings

Manufacturing
Transport, Postal &

Warehousing
Retail Trade

Arts & Recreation
Services

NGSC 59.5% 8.9% 8.1% 7.1% 6.5% 3.3%

Grampians Pyrenees 51.4% 7.7% 15.8% 8.3% 7.2% 3.0%

Grampians 43.9% 6.6% 9.4% 12.3% 11.5% 4.2%

Wimmera Southern Mallee 49.2% 7.4% 8.1% 11.7% 11.2% 3.1%

Victoria 29.6% 4.4% 9.2% 21.1% 11.7% 5.8%
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Figure 8 - Comparison on tourism employment contribution 

 

Visitor numbers and visitor yield for the Grampians tourism region are also showing strong growth across all 

indicators except for international visitors that may be reflective of exchange rates over the trend period and 

a potential marketing focus of the region within the domestic market.  Therefore levels of marketing of the 

region’s significant natural assets and as a destination to international markets may also be a factor.  The 

Grampians region for these indicators are defined by Tourism Victoria and includes the three tourism regions 

of Central Highlands, Western Grampians and Wimmera as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 - Tourism Victoria Grampians Region  

Accommodation &
Food Services

Retail Trade
Transport, Postal &

Warehousing
Arts & Recreation

Services
Administrative &
Support Services

Manufacturing
Health Care &

Social Assistance

NGSC 71.9% 10.7% 5.2% 3.7% 2.6% 2.6% 1.3%

Grampians Pyrenees 66.8% 12.1% 6.2% 3.4% 1.8% 5.0% 1.5%

Grampians 56.8% 17.4% 7.6% 4.5% 1.7% 2.4% 2.1%

Wimmera Southern Mallee 61.8% 17.5% 7.1% 3.4% 1.5% 2.2% 2.3%

Victoria 44.5% 19.5% 12.1% 5.5% 3.3% 2.4% 1.6%
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Table 12 - Visitor and yield trends 2010-2015 

 

7.1 Regional strategy 

Tourism is growing in economic importance to the region and is continuing to 

develop a strong product and brand based on the region’s environmental assets 

including National Parks, wine and food tourism, heritage and history.  Regional 

strategy supports the sustainable and competitive growth of the sector through 

building on the competitive and comparative strengths of the region and its 

tourism product offer.  Nature-based and outback experience tourism, events, 

cultural heritage and the emerging food and wine product are all opportunities 

for the region to sustain and capitalise on.   Opportunities include: 

 Encourage the development of the tourism sector by building on strengths 

around environment and heritage assets and agriculture; 

 Direct larger scale tourism activities into existing settlements where 

infrastructure is capable of supporting development; 

 Encourage smaller boutique tourism activities in rural areas where they are 

compatible with farming activities; 

 Support infrastructure investment where it will maximise tourism benefits; 

 Protect and enhance the features of the region that attract tourists; and 

 Enhance Halls Gap and the Grampians National Park as an international as 

well as domestic tourism focal point for the region. 

7.1.1 Grampians Tourism Strategic Plan 2016-2020  

The Plan supports and informs the development of the visitor economy in the 

region over the next four years.  Under the directorate of Grampians Tourism, the 

region comprises of Ararat Rural City, Horsham Rural City, Northern Grampians 

Shire, Southern Grampians Shire and the Pyrenees Shire. 

The Plan has four primary goals to: 

1. Raise the profile and front of mind awareness of the Grampians region, 

and thus:  

a. Create sustained growth in visitor numbers, length of stay and 

spending; 

b. Increase revenue from the visitor economy in local towns; 

c. Increase jobs (particularly for young people) in the visitor economy; 

d. Support the growth and success of business owners investing in the 

visitor economy; and 

e. Introduce the region to visitors who may go on to consider living, 

learning or investing in the region. 

2. Conduct product and industry development to create compelling visitor 

experiences.  

3. Attract investment into world-class products and experiences.  

4. Provide leadership and create productive partnerships that:  

Trend

Variance % change

Overnight visitors (000s) 557 659 727 755 809 880 323 58.0%

Visitor nights (000s) 1,658 1,581 2,013 2,024 2,096 2,376 718 43.3%

Daytrip visitors (000s) 754 835 799 904 1,056 1,300 546 72.4%

Overnight international (000s) 34 30 34 33 37 40 6 17.6%

2015
2010-2015

Indicator 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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a. Raise the profile of the visitor economy among stakeholders; and 

b. Advocate on behalf of stakeholders in the visitor economy.  

The environmental factors that have been used to shape the Plan are listed as:  

 Favourable market conditions for intrastate tourism in Victoria; 

 Raising awareness of the Grampians as a destination, particularly within the 

Melbourne market and key market segments; 

 Directing funding towards marketing and attraction visitors in addition to the 

services for visitors once they have arrived; 

 Broadening the diversity of funding sources for the organisation and for 

tourism development in the region; 

 Meeting the changing needs of a changing cohort of customers; and 

 Ensuring the maximum economic, social and environmental advantage is 

achieved from the significant investment in the Grampians Peaks Trail.  

To achieve the state goals and to address or support the environmental factors, 

the Plan has seven objectives and underpinning strategies: 

1. Marketing:  increase visitor numbers, length of stay and expenditure and 

increase revenue and jobs: 

2. Product and infrastructure development:  further develop tourism 

experiences based on the diverse product strengths of the region; 

3. Investment:  increase the level of private and public investment in new 

priority tourism projects and existing facilities; 

4. Industry development:  increase the tourism industry’s capacity to 

operate businesses that provide high quality experiences that surpass the 

target market’s expectations; 

5. Partnerships:  develop new partnerships with all levels of government 

and the private sector and strengthen existing relationships to support 

the implementation of all strategies; 

6. Crisis management:  increase the region’s capacity to prepare for, 

respond to and recover from natural and other disasters; and 

7. Research and evaluation:  conduct research programs to monitor 

changes in visitor markets, levels of tourism activity and the effectiveness 

of all Grampians Tourism initiatives.  

7.2 Key action outcomes 2010 Plan 

Visitors - provide visitors with a high quality experience to grow visitor 

numbers, visitor nights and yield. 

 NGSC have worked with Grampians Tourism (GT) on a number of different 

projects to adapt to changes in visitation.  These include spring campaigns 

such as "Instagrampians" and "Grampians Spring Break" and a focus on food 

and wine during Autumn/Winter.  This has included the development of wine 

trails as well as supporting events such as the Grampians Grape Escape.  

Operators and business environment - cultivate an environment of co-

operation between communities of interest to support the development of 

a sustainable tourism industry. 

 Currently completing the "Masterplan for Future Commercial Investment 

and Public Land Development in Halls Gap".  This Masterplan will provide for 

integrated land-use development solutions involving infrastructure 

improvements and investment opportunities within designated precinct 

areas.  The aim of the project is to identify and stimulate investment to 

further develop Halls Gap as a tourist resort town. 
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 The Director Economic and Community is a Board Member of Grampians 

Tourism and the Manager Economic and Community Growth sits on the 

marketing and directions group of Grampians Tourism.  Council are an 

ongoing financial member of Grampians Tourism and provide financial 

support towards trade shows and other relevant projects as they arise.  

Grampians Tourism are managing the Visitor Information Centre's in Stawell, 

St Arnaud and Halls Gap as well as the new Halls Gap Hub. 

Investment and product development - create an investment attractive 

environment to support the growth and sustainability of tourism in the 

region. 

 In the 2017FY, Council will develop an Economic Development strategy that 

will incorporate tourism, events and other industry sectors. 

 Completion of the 2014 Great Western Future Plan has formed the basis for 

more work to be done.  The GW Progress Association has been revised and 

are now called the GW Future Group.  This group is actively working with 

VicRoads to ensure sustainability of the town post bypass. 

7.3 Challenges and opportunities 

Performance of the tourism sector in the region is showing signs of positive 

improvement including visitor numbers, yield, employment and overall sector 

output.  The drawcard of the Grampians National Park continues to be of 

significant importance to tourism and other economic activity in the region.  

Announcement of funding in new tourism product including the Grampians Peaks 

Trail and some new business outlets and attractions will contribute to 

development of the region as a destination. 

That being said, the tourism market is aggressively competitive with consumers 

able to access and select a rising range of holiday and destination experiences 

both nationally and overseas.  Visitor expectations in terms of choice and quality 

are also rising with a demand for high quality services, product and extended 

access to outlets and attractions.  For rural communities this can be challenging 

in terms of costs, staffing, seasonality and capacity to meet changing consumer 

tastes and a wider spectrum of target markets.  Other factors include: 

 Visitation patterns associated with consumer confidence, household 

incomes and foreign exchange rates; 

 Adaptation to changes in market segments including an increase in the older 

demographic of visitors; 

 The level of investment and commitment needed for marketing and 

promotion of destinations into a range of markets, whilst ensuring that 

primary markets such as Melbourne and intrastate are maximised; 

 Capacity and willingness to meet customer expectations including service, 

information, IT connectivity and out of usual business hours operation; 

 Increase and improve the opportunities tourism presents for the region’s 

retailers, with Northern Grampians having one of the lowest retail-based 

benefit rates from tourism in comparison to other regions and the State; and 

 Proactive investment attraction strategies such as the Grampians Peaks Trail 

and strategic partnerships and consolidation of effort behind tourism 

opportunities and sector development. 

7.4 Future strategic objectives  

 Implementation of the Halls Gap Master Plan and commercial development 

strategy to support the development of this township as a sustainable 

tourism destination for the region.  

 Consolidate marketing effort to ensure an effective, efficient and consistent 

message to core target markets including Melbourne. 

 Consider and plan for the impacts of rate capping that may constrain 

Council’s ability to contribute to industry development and to service existing 

and potential visitation numbers.  
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 Together with Grampians Tourism and other project partners, determine 

how best to reap the benefits from the $30 million investment in the 

Grampians Peaks Trail.  This could include a Trail Activation Strategy and 

specific data capture.  Also, look at ways to drive revenues such as 

sponsorship opportunities.   

 Raise awareness of the importance to tourism in the region with local 

retailers and support improvements in marketing, service and product 

diversification by the retail sector to leverage greater benefit from the 

significant tourism market.  This is seen as a critical gap and opportunity. 
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8. Transport and logistics 

Delivery and management of goods and products is a key driver of the economy.  

Road, rail and airfreight, storage and warehousing, infrastructure operators, and 

distribution management services all contribute to the integrated transport and 

logistics sector in the region.   

Apart from local sales, the sector is shown a decline against key indicators since 

the previous sector plans in 2010.   

The sectors performance will be locally tied to the performance of the agricultural, 

manufacturing and regional mining sectors and the strength of their export 

capacity for the movement of goods out of the region.  The declines in these lead 

sectors has therefore negatively affected the performance of the transport and 

logistics sector.  The sector in the region mainly comprises of small to medium 

sized businesses who will face increased competition as larger companies expand 

and increase their market share.  Operational costs and regulation are major 

development considerations for this sector.  

Table 13 – Performance of transport subsectors 20012-2016 

Transport subsectors 
2012 2016 

Output $m Share of economy Output $m Share of economy 

Transport $27.1 1.7% $26.2 1.9% 

Postal & Courier Pick-up & Delivery Service $4.7 0.3% $2.9 0.2% 

Transport Support Services & Storage $1.8 0.1% $0 0% 

Total $33.7 2.1% $29.1 2.1% 

Table 14 - Economic indicator trends for transport 2007-2016 

 
* Data analysis from 2011 report   

Variance % change Variance % change

Total output ($m) $37.9 $36.9 $42.7 $33.7 $28.1 $29.1 -$8.8 -23.3 $4.8 12.5 

Wages and salaries ($m) $7.6 $7.5 $8.8 $8.0 $6.5 $7.1 -$0.5 -7.1 $1.2 15.3 

Local sales ($m) $13.3 $16.5 $23.1 $19.3 $15.0 $15.8 $2.5 18.8 $9.8 73.8 

Regional exports ($m) $16.2 $10.0 $6.7 $6.0 $5.5 $4.8 -$11.4 -70.6 -$9.5 -58.8 

Local expenditure ($m) $11.7 $11.1 $9.6 $7.0 $7.1 $6.9 -$4.8 -40.7 -$2.1 -18.1 

Regional imports ($m) $11.4 $10.9 $16.1 $11.9 $9.7 $9.8 -$1.6 -14.4 $4.7 40.9 

Value add ($m) $14.8 $14.9 $17.0 $14.8 $11.4 $12.4 -$2.4 -16.3 $2.2 14.9 

Employment (persons) $136.0 $121.0 $121.0 $141.0 $117.0 $117.0 -19 -14.0 -15 -11.0 

TrendKey Indicators Jan 2007 Jan 2008 Jan 2010 Feb 2012 Apr 2014 Apr 2016
2007-2016 2007-2010*
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8.1 Regional strategy 

The movement and distribution of commodities and product in and out of 

regional and rural areas is a major source of economic activity.  The demand for 

freight has and will continue to increase on road, rail and by air.  Supporting 

infrastructure that enables safe and efficient transport remain high priorities for 

regional development and investment by government and the private sector.  

Dispersed settlements and reliance on private transport make the region 

vulnerable to a range of issues such as rising energy prices, social isolation and 

reduced access to employment so ensuring that economic and social is well 

located and connected with transport systems is critical.  Development of freight 

hubs and support services such as the intermodal hub at Dooen and 

improvement to regional road and rail networks will help the region to retain and 

grow critical sectors such as agriculture, manufacturing and distribution networks.   

This can include the development and /or expansion of transport nodes 

associated with regional airports and activity specific centres such as distribution 

warehouses or processing plants.  

8.2 Key action outcomes 2011 Plan 

Infrastructure - advocate with industry for continued investment in core 

infrastructure for the region.  

Investment attraction - identify investment attraction opportunities that 

support the retention and growth of the industry in the region. 

 Council continues its strong involvement and advocacy for the Western 

Highway duplication and improvement project and continues with advocacy 

for natural gas connection for St Arnaud by CEO and Councillors. 

Local government - in partnership with communities of interest, be an 

advocate for the development of the transport and wider business sector. 

 Continuing to work closely with the Wimmera Development Association on 

regional development opportunities and ensuing land use planning reflects 

the current and needs of business and industry.  

8.3 Challenges and opportunities 

 The region is well placed strategically to develop capacity and investment in 

transport and logistics services.  Major transport routes including the 

Western Highway provide for opportunities for local businesses, although 

this will competitively contested by the regional centres of Horsham and 

Ballarat.  The development of the Intermodal Freight Hub at Dooen and the 

growth of the Ballarat West Employment Zone may draw economic activity 

to these two economic bookends along the Western Highway.  

 Agriculture will continue to be a major contributor to the sector and the 

attraction of higher value agribusiness that will require efficient volumes of 

transport services present opportunities.   

 Maintenance and upgrades to road and rail infrastructure will be of strategic 

importance to the sector and the supply chain.  The duplication of the 

Western Highway to Stawell may enable the attraction and growth of 

transport service companies and facilities.   

 Reduction in travel times and increased safety will provide direct and indirect 

benefits to the industry.  Improvement to the Western Highway earmarked 

from Stawell to the South Australian border will also support local growth 

opportunities, but also increase external competition.  

 Improvements to arterial roads in the region will support the efficient and 

safe transports of goods particularly from the farm gate for processing, 

storage and distribution.  Improvements to designated roads have been 

identified in the 2014 Wimmera Southern Mallee Regional Transport 

Strategy for B-doubles and/or HPFVs. 
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 Regional air freight also represents a competitive strategy for the 

distribution of high value, lower volume agricultural produce with Stawell 

and to a lesser extent St Arnaud having capacity to accommodate this node 

of freight distribution. 

 The sector is particularly susceptible to government policy and regulation.  

Capacity to plan for and manage costs when uncertainties exist around 

industry regulation, taxation and compliance have impacts on business 

management.  Issues such as fuel and carbon emissions, operating 

procedures, roadworthiness regulations, designated transport routes and 

cost of compliance add to the financial complexity and scale for the sector. 

 Like many industries in the region, the sustainability of a skilled workforce 

continues to be challenge.  Reliable and trustworthy drivers and operators 

with the skills to manage the increased use of technology-based 

management of truck and freight movements and who are safe operators 

on the road are becoming increasingly hard to find.  In addition, potential 

lack of employment continuity particularly within smaller businesses creates 

workforce retention issues for regional operators.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4 Future strategic objectives  

 Continue to collaborate with the industry on supporting and advocating for 

regional investment in road infrastructure and ensure that the industry is 

well informed about key projects.  

 Major infrastructure and business investments in the region provide 

strategic opportunities for the sector in terms of productivity gains, market 

opportunities and investment spin offs although this may be at a level that 

will sustain rather than grow the sector.  

 Ensuring the investment attraction activities and the implementation of key 

land use development plans within the region continue, will provide 

opportunities to build supply chain linkages within the local economy. 

 Positioning Stawell and St Arnaud as transport services hubs will be 

supported by improvements and upgrades to intrastate and interstate road 

and rail networks.  Although some this will be longer term in nature, enabling 

these opportunities through land-use strategy implementation will assist. 

 Further development of airfreight capability in the region through strategic 

investment in airport assets may provide for some competitive advantage 

for attracting business investment in agribusiness and improving freight and 

passenger connectivity with the region.  
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9. Funding support programs 

The following provides a summary of programs to support the development of 

the industry and infrastructure in the region. 

Table 15 – Food and Fibre related funding programs 

Program name Objectives 

Future Industries 

Fund 

Supports implementation of the State Government’s high-growth 

sector strategies, including support for businesses and industry. 

Stream 1 – Scoping, Planning and Feasibility: Grants of up to 

$100,000 are available for scoping, planning and feasibility studies 

to investigate growth opportunities for Victorian businesses. 

Stream 2 – Project Implementation: Grants of up to $1 million are 

available to implement projects aligned with the Future Industries 

Sector Strategies that will generate new jobs and increase 

competitiveness of Victorian businesses. 

All grants must be matched by a minimum cash co-contribution of 

$1 for every $1 granted.  Applications for either stream of the Sector 

Growth Program must be submitted on behalf of a consortium of 

organisations. Each consortium must comprise at least three 

organisations. 

http://www.business.vic.gov.au/support-for-your-business/future-

industries 

Regional Jobs and 

Infrastructure 

Fund 

Provides funding for targeted regional infrastructure, jobs and 

community projects. $20 million of this Fund is allocated to the Food 

Source Victoria (FSV).  FSV comprises two funding programs: 

The FSV Fund – a contestable grants program assisting eligible agri-

food alliances and value chain partnerships in Regional Victoria to 

plan and implement improvements along the export value chain, to 

increase exports and create new, ongoing jobs. 

The FSV Scholarships Program – a study and training grants 

program supporting individuals working in Regional Victoria to 

Program name Objectives 

develop the skills and knowledge the agri-food sector needs to 

respond to growing global demand for premium products. 

http://www.rdv.vic.gov.au/regional-jobs-and-infrastructure-fund 

http://www.vic.gov.au/foodsource 

Premier’s Jobs and 

Investment Fund 

The $508 million Premier’s Jobs and Investment Fund will support 

strategic investments that underpin high quality, sustainable jobs 

throughout Victoria.  This also includes $60 million for LaunchVic to 

encourage the formation and success of innovative new businesses. 

Agriculture 

Infrastructure and 

Jobs Fund 

The $200 million Agriculture Infrastructure and Jobs Fund will focus 

on growth, job creation and projects that can boost exports from 

paddock to port.  The Agriculture Infrastructure and Jobs Fund is 

subject to the successful passage of the Delivering Victorian 

Infrastructure (Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. 

Funding will be available for practical projects and programs that 

wholly benefit the agriculture sector, including transport, irrigation, 

and energy projects, as well as skills development programs and 

market access campaigns. 

New Energy jobs 

Fund (Future 

Industries) 

Available under three annual funding rounds, the New Energy Jobs 

Fund will provide support investment to community, industry, 

technology and storage development projects.  Co-contribution 

requirements will be gauged as part of project assessments.  

Manufacturing 

Program (Future 

Industries) 

Up to $500,000 matched $4$ will be provided to projects by 

manufacturers for improvements to technologies and process 

improvements including capital infrastructure purchases.    

National Stronger 

Regions Fund 

(Federal) 

Previous rounds of the NSRF have provided co-contribution 

investment to a number of rural and regional economic and social 

infrastructure development and renewal projects.  Further funding 

rounds will be subject to outcomes from the July 2016 Federal 

election.  

  



 

 

 


